Noninvasive cardiac output estimation: a preliminary study.
The availability of a simple-to-use, automatic measurement system for noninvasive flow estimation is imperative, given the clinical demand for an acceptable noninvasive procedure rather than the standard invasive procedure of thermodilution. A method for calculating cardiac output from noninvasively derived pressure pulses has been developed, and the results of a preliminary evaluation study on post-cardiac surgery patients for whom invasive flow measures were readily available for comparison are provided in this report. The proposed method relies on fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of pulses measured externally at the carotid and femoral pressure points. A transfer function of the aorta is computed from digitally filtered pulse measurements, and a tapered model of the aorta is parametrically adapted using a simplex optimization algorithm so that its transfer function matches that derived experimentally. An aortic input impedance term is obtained from the optimized model and utilized along with the carotid pulse (analogous to input voltage) to compute aortic flow. In addition to its automation, attractive features of this method include the requirement for relatively few pulses for analysis as well as considerable resistance to noise artifact. For 59 data records collected from 54 post-cardiac surgery patients, the average flow measurements computed over several pulses compare well with the standard, invasive method of thermodilution. Preliminary results also indicate a strong potential for tracking changes in cardiac output over time, and invite further use of the method in monitoring hemodynamically unstable patients.